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ABSTRACT: The photodissociation of jet-cooled cyclopenta-
dienyl radicals, c-C5H5, at 248 nm was studied using
photofragment translational spectroscopy. Two dissociation
channels were observed: H + C5H4 and C3H3 + C2H2. The
C5H4 fragment was identified as ethynylallene by its ionization
energy. The translational energy distribution determined for
each channel suggests that both dissociation mechanisms occur
via internal conversion to the ground electronic state followed
by intramolecular vibrational redistribution and dissociation.
The experimental branching ratio and RRKM (Rice−
Ramsperger−Kassel−Marcus) calculations favor the formation
of C3H3 + C2H2 over the H-atom loss channel. The RRKM
calculations also support the observation of ethynylallene as the
dominant C5H4 product isomer.

I. INTRODUCTION
The cyclopentadienyl radical (CP), c-C5H5, is ubiquitous in
hydrocarbon combustion mechanisms. The importance of CP
is rooted in its stability, which allows it to accumulate in
combustion environments.1 The bimolecular reactions of CP in
such environments have been studied to understand its role in
polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon (PAH) and soot formation.2−6

Of particular interest are the reactions of CP with acetylene,7−9

CP with itself,10−14 and CP with H atoms.15−17 The
unimolecular decay of CP is also of interest in combustion
but has only been minimally investigated despite the prevalence
of this species. This work aims to probe the decomposition of
CP by studying its photodissociation after excitation at 248 nm.
Spectroscopic studies of CP have focused on elucidating the

nature of its X̃ 2E1″ ground state and associated vibronic
coupling.18−21 Initial condensed-phase electron paramagnetic
resonance (EPR) spectroscopy suggested a permanent
structural distort ion owing to Jahn−Teller (JT)
coupling.22−24 Miller and co-workers have investigated JT
effects in the ground state via laser-induced fluorescence from
the electronically excited Ã 2A2″ state, finding that JT distortion
is dynamic rather than static.25−29 Further spectroscopic
investigations of CP have been carried out using ultrafast
electron diffraction,30 anion photoelectron spectroscopy,31 and
IR spectroscopy in a cryogenic matrix32 and in He droplets.33

The thermal decomposition of CP has been studied only as a
secondary reaction from the shock tube pyrolysis of cyclo-
pentadiene.34−36 Burcat and Dvinyaninov34 measured the
pyrolysis products using a gas chromatograph and flame
ionization detector, Kern et al.35 detected products by time-of-
flight mass spectrometry, and Roy et al.36 used absorption
spectroscopy to measure both H atom and acetylene time

profiles. All three investigations proposed that CP decomposed
solely to the propargyl radical, C3H3, and acetylene, C2H2, in a
three-step process beginning with a 1,2-hydrogen shift followed
by ring-opening and ending with dissociation. These previous
techniques cannot distinguish between primary CP decom-
position products, secondary decomposition products, or non-
unimolecular reaction products. Other experiments have
explored the role of C5H5 in the bimolecular reactions of
C2H + CH3CCH, C2H + H2CCCH2, and C2H2 + C3H3.

37−39

No photodissociation or absorption experiments have been
carried out on CP near 248 nm,18 but our calculations (see
Section III) suggest that there is a weak transition at 247 nm
(5.02 eV). There have been few previous theoretical discussions
regarding the existence or nature of excited states at this energy.
The earliest work used semiempirical molecular orbital (MO)
treatments that resulted in poor agreement with the
experimentally observed transition energy of ∼3.7 eV.40,41 A
more sophisticated CNDO-SCF-CI calculation gave an energy
for the Ã 2A2″← X̃ 2E1″ transition in excellent agreement with
previous experimental findings.42 This CI calculation also found
states at 4.94 eV (2E1″← 2E1″), 5.13 eV (2E2′← 2E1″), and 5.29 eV
(2E1′← 2E1″).
In-depth theoretical calculations of CP decomposition were

first reported by Moskaleva and Lin,43 who only considered the
pathway to the propargyl radical and acetylene. A more
complete potential energy diagram was reported recently by
Jamal and Mebel44 that includes additional decomposition
products. A simplified potential energy diagram is shown in
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Figure 1. All pathways begin with a 1,2-hydrogen shift forming
the 1,3-cyclopentadien-4-yl radical (W2). This intermediate
then ring-opens and, depending on which bond breaks, forms
either the 1,3,4-pentatrienyl radical (W3), or the 1-penten-4-
ynyl radical (W4). The cyclic intermediate can also form 1,3-
cyclopentadien-3-yl radical (W5) that can ring-open to form
vinylpropargyl radical (VP, W6).45 From these ring-opened
species there are many reaction possibilities, including direct
dissociation pathways to form the propargyl radical and
acetylene (P1) as well as hydrogen atom loss to form
ethynylallene (P2) or 1,4-pentadiyne (P3). Additional isomer-
ization and dissociation channels exist, with products including
H, CH3, C2H, C3H4, C4H2, and C5H4; see ref 44 for more
details. Direct hydrogen atom loss from CP is possible without
intervening isomerization, but it has a large energy barrier and
thus is not expected to play an important role in thermal
decomposition.44 The channels of interest in this work are44

→ + Δ =HCP C H C H 74.1 kcal/mol3 3 2 2 0 K (1)

→ + Δ =Hethynylallene H 91.0 kcal/mol0 K (2)

→ ‐ + Δ =H1,4 pentadiyne H 95.5 kcal/mol0 K (3)

→ + Δ =Hmethyl diacetylene 78.7 kcal/mol0 K (4)

To gain additional insights into the unimolecular decay of the
cyclopentadienyl radical, we investigated its collisionless
ultraviolet photodissociation dynamics at 248 nm using
molecular beam photofragment translational spectroscopy.
This experiment can in principle detect all channels and thus
assess their existence and relative importance. Both channels 1
and 2 are observed. The translational energy distributions
determined for each channel suggest internal conversion to the
ground electronic state followed by statistical decay. The
branching ratio between the observed channels is determined
and compared to RRKM calculations: both experiment and the
RRKM treatment find channel 1 to be dominant.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

Cyclopentadienyl radical photodissociation was studied on a
modified crossed molecular beam apparatus with a fixed source
and rotatable detector as described previously.46−48 A pulsed
CP beam was produced by flash pyrolysis of anisole as it passed
through a resistively heated SiC tube attached to the nozzle of a
piezoelectric pulsed valve.49−51 Anisole decomposes to CP via a
two-step mechanism, first losing a methyl group and then
undergoing ring contraction with the loss of CO to form
CP.52,53

The pulsed valve was backed with a gas mixture of 1.2 atm of
10% N2 in He bubbled through an ice−water cooled sample of
anisole (Fluka, >99%). The molecular beam was collimated
with two skimmers that separate the source chamber from the
main scattering chamber. The collimated beam was crossed at
90° by a focused, unpolarized laser pulse with a fluence of 400
mJ/cm2 at 248 nm from an LPX 220i excimer laser. The pulsed
valve and laser were operated at 400 and 200 Hz, respectively,
which allowed for background subtraction from the radical
beam. The scattered photofragments were detected as a
function of laboratory angle, ΘLab, in the plane defined by the
laser and the molecular beam. After passing into a triply
differentially pumped detector, the photofragments were
ionized via electron impact ionization with 80 eV electrons.
The resulting ions were mass-selected with a quadrupole mass
filter and detected with a Daly style ion detector.54 The ion
signal as a function of time relative to the laser pulse was
acquired with a multichannel scalar interfaced with a computer
for 1 × 105 to 2 × 106 laser shots. The time-of-flight (TOF)
spectra were simulated using a forward convolution method to
iteratively determine the center-of-mass translational energy
distributions for each product channel.
Mass spectra of the molecular beam were used to verify

anisole depletion (m/z = 108) and CP formation (m/z = 65);
examples are shown in Figure 2. The upper trace is the
precursor mass spectrum taken with pyrolysis off; the parent
peak is visible at m/z = 108. With pyrolysis on, the parent peak
disappears and the resulting mass spectrum (lower trace) is

Figure 1. A simplified C5H5 potential energy diagram showing the production of propargyl + acetylene, ethynylallene + H, 1,4-pentadiyne + H, and
diacetylene + methyl. The energetics and pathways are compiled from refs 43−45. All energies are in kcal/mol.
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dominated by the CP parent mass. Because of dissociative
ionization, there is a daughter peak at m/z = 65 from the
precursor molecule in the upper trace of Figure 2. However,
once the m/z = 108 peak is depleted, it is expected that the
m/z = 65 peak comes mainly from CP.
Further confirmation of CP formation is shown by the

ionization efficiency curves for m/z = 65 in Figure 3. The signal

intensity at m/z = 65 was measured as the electron ionization
energy was varied from 5 up to 20 eV while keeping the
emission current constant. The energy scale was calibrated by
the ionization of N2 in the molecular beam. The appearance
energy is the extrapolated intercept from the linear region of
the curve. The appearance energy for signal at m/z = 65 with
pyrolysis off is 14.6 eV, which indicates it is due to dissociative
ionization, while with pyrolysis on, the appearance energy of
8.7 eV matches the known ionization energy of 8.6 eV for CP.55

Other C5H5 isomers typically have lower ionization potentials
(e.g., VP, 7.9 eV).56,57

The CP beam velocity was characterized with a spinning
slotted chopper wheel. Typical beam velocities were around
2000 m/s with speed ratios, defined as the beam flow velocity
divided by the velocity spread, in the range of 3−5.

III. THEORETICAL CALCULATIONS
Electronic Structure. The ground-state geometry reported

in ref 43 was used as the input to search for excited states of

CP. Time-dependent density functional theory (TD-DFT)
using the ωB97X-D functional and the 6-311++(d, p) basis set
was used to identify excited states of CP. A weak transition was
identified at 5.02 eV (247 nm, f = 0.0002), corresponding to a
σ → π* transition. The low oscillator strengths calculated here
and in ref 42 may account for this feature not being observed in
the spectrum collected by Thrush.18 For comparison, the next
lowest-energy isomer in Figure 1 is VP, which has three
transitions near 248 nm, occurring at 263 nm ( f = 0.1764),
251 nm ( f = 0.0003), and 238 nm ( f = 0.3222).

RRKM. Rice−Ramsperger−Kassel−Marcus (RRKM) calcu-
lations of dissociation rates were performed as points of
comparison to various experimental observations. The sta-
tionary points of interest are depicted on the potential energy
diagram in Figure 1 and are collected from refs 43−45. The
densities and sums of states for each local minimum and
transition state were calculated using the Beyer−Swinehart
algorithm58 with the reported energies and vibrational
frequencies treated as harmonic oscillator frequencies. Internal
rotations in W3, W4, W8, TS7, TSA, TSB, TSC, TSD, TSE,
and TSF were treated as free rotors in calculating the densities
and sums of states.59 Individual rate constants were calculated
using the microcanonical RRKM equation. The maximum
energy was given by the photon energy (115 kcal/mol). No
tunneling effects were considered. All reaction pathways shown
in Figure 1 were considered, using the steady-state approx-
imation on the intermediate local minima to solve for the
relative rates for each channel.

IV. RESULTS
On the basis of our expectation that channels 1−4 are the main
dissociation channels, TOF spectra were taken at parent m/z
values for these channels (m/z = 64, 50, 39, 26, and 15) and for
several other m/z values that could result from dissociative
ionization (DI) of these parent species.
Time-of-flight spectra were measured at m/z = 64, C5H4

+, at
laboratory angles ΘLab = 3°, 4°, 5°, 6°, 7°, 8°, and 10° with
respect to the molecular beam axis. Selected small-angle TOF
spectra are shown as open circles in Figure 4. The TOF spectra

at m/z = 64 below ΘLab = 6° comprise only a single dominant
feature. Beyond ΘLab = 6° there is a faster, less intense feature
that extends past where CP H-atom loss can occur (Figure S1).
The m/z = 64 species was further characterized by measure-
ment of its ionization efficiency curve at ΘLab = 4° shown in
Figure 5. The on-axis m/z = 64 signal with an appearance
energy of 13.6 eV is due to the dissociative ionization of CP.
The off-axis m/z = 64 signal comes from the ionized parent
fragment of the photodissociation of CP, and the appearance

Figure 2. Mass spectra of the molecular beam normalized to the signal
intensity at m/z = 65: (a) pyrolysis off; (b) pyrolysis on. The peak at
m/z = 108 disappears with pyrolysis on, indicating depletion of the
precursor.

Figure 3. Ionization efficiency curves of m/z = 65 with pyrolysis off
and on. The appearance potential for this signal with pyrolysis off is
14.6 eV, whereas with pyrolysis on, it is 8.7 eV.

Figure 4. Representative TOF spectra of m/z = 64 at 3°, 4°, and 5°.
The open circles are data points, and the blue line is a simulation based
on the blue P(ET) distribution in Figure 8. Signal is normalized to
counts per 105 laser shots.
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energy of 9.4 eV matches the ionization energy of 9.2 eV for
ethynylallene, the heavier fragment from channel 2.57 The other
potential fragment with parent ion signal at m/z = 64, 1,4-
pentadiyne, has an ionization energy of 10.3 eV.57

TOF spectra at m/z = 39, C3H3
+, and m/z = 26, C2H2

+, were
detected at laboratory angles ranging from ΘLab = 4° up to 30°.
Representative spectra are shown in Figure 6. If these signals

indeed correspond to channel 1, it should be possible to
simulate them with the same photofragment translational
energy distribution; i.e., they are “momentum-matched”, as
discussed in more detail in section V.
Investigation of channel 4 was conducted at m/z = 50 and

15. TOF spectra at m/z = 50 were essentially identical to the
m/z = 64 spectra, indicating that the m/z = 50 signal was from
dissociative ionization of C5H4. Attempts to detect signal at
m/z = 15 were unsuccessful.
Figure 7 shows TOF spectra taken at ΘLab = 4° for ion

signals with m/z = 24 and 25. These signals can result from DI
of the products from channels 1−3. As such, they are used to
determine the product branching ratio as discussed in section
V.

Other sources of signal besides CP photodissociation were
considered in light of the high-angle signal at m/z = 64. It is
conceivable that there is a small contribution to our TOF
spectra from the photodissociation of the radical precursor,
anisole, since it is not completely depleted in the molecular
beam. From photodissociation studies of anisole with the
pyrolysis source off, the dominant signal appears at m/z = 65.
With pyrolysis on, the dominant signal occurs at m/z = 64, and
there is very little signal at m/z = 65 off the beam axis. Higher
than expected counts at m/z = 92 in the molecular beam during
pyrolysis may be due to formation of 6-fulvenone through a
minor fragmentation pathway of anisole, although the barriers
to forming this species are substantial compared to those
leading to CP + CO.60 Furthermore, irradiation of matrix-
isolated 6-fulvenone with 254 ± 10 nm did not lead to
measurable loss of CO that would yield m/z = 64.61 The most
plausible explanation for the fast m/z = 64 signal in Figure S1 is
from photodissociation of small amounts of other C5H5
isomers, produced either by isomerization of CP in the
pyrolysis source or direct formation from anisole pyrolysis.
There is a relatively low-energy isomerization pathway to the
vinylpropargyl radical (W6, Figure 1), but other isomers are
also possible. Dissociation of VP or higher-energy isomers
would lead to more energy available to the C5H4 fragments
formed by H-atom loss, which could produce signal at larger
scattering angles.
Possible contributions from two photon processes were

assessed by conducting a laser power dependence study. TOF
spectra taken over the range of 33−667 mJ/cm2 showed a
linear signal intensity dependence on laser power and no
qualitative differences in the shape of the TOF spectra.

V. ANALYSIS
The TOF spectra and off-axis ionization data in the previous
section suggest that CP photodissociation results in channels 1
and 2 and possibly channel 3. In this section, we use kinematic
analysis to confirm that these channels are present and
characterize them through their center-of-mass (CM) transla-
tional energy distributions.
Conservation of energy in this experiment is expressed by

ν= + − = +E h E D E Eavail 0 0 int T (I)

The available energy to the photoproducts, Eavail, is the sum of
the photon energy, hν, and any initial internal energy, E0, minus
the dissociation energy, D0, for the specific channel. This
available energy can be partitioned into either the internal
energy, Eint, or the relative translational energy, ET, of the

Figure 5. Ionization efficiency curves of m/z = 64 on and off of the
molecular beam axis. The off-axis signal was measured at ΘLab = 4°.
The appearance potential for the signal on axis is 13.6 eV, whereas off
axis it is 9.4 eV.

Figure 6. Representative TOF spectra of m/z = 39 and 26. The data
are shown as open circles. The solid lines are simulations based on the
P(ET) distribution in Figure 9; the red line is from C3H3 and the
orange line from C2H2. Both fragments contribute to the m/z = 26
simulation; the total simulated signal is indicated by the black line.
Signal is normalized to counts per 105 laser shots.

Figure 7. TOF spectra of m/z = 24 and 25 collected at 4°. The data
are shown as open circles. The black line is the summed simulation,
which has three components: the orange and red lines are from the
C2H2 and C3H3 components, respectively, of the P(ET) distribution in
Figure 9, and the blue line comes from the blue C5H4 component of
the P(ET) distribution in Figure 8. Both spectra were taken for 2 × 106

laser shots.
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fragments. The initial internal energy of CP following
supersonic jet expansion is unknown but is approximated as
zero for the purposes of analysis, which is supported by our
previous work on phenyl radical expansions seeded in He with
10% N2.

62

When all of the available energy is partitioned into
translational energy, the maximum laboratory scattering angle
for each photofragment can be calculated with knowledge of
the CP beam velocity. Kinematic analysis shows that for
channel 2, the m/z = 64 ethynylallene fragment cannot scatter
beyond ΘLab = 6°, based on the radius of the Newton circle for
this channel.63 The m/z = 1 counter fragment for channels 2
and 3 is kinematically allowed at all laboratory angles, which
combined with high detector background at m/z = 1, short
residence time in the ionization region, and small ionization
cross section prohibited its detection.
Signals at m/z = 26 and 39 are present beyond where m/z =

64 was detected and therefore cannot be due to the dissociative
ionization of C5H4. Further, the parent ions at m/z = 26 and 39
from channel 1 are kinematically allowed at all measurable
laboratory angles, and these fragments were detected at all
laboratory angles out to ΘLab = 30°.
The photofragment TOF spectra are governed by the center-

of-mass angular and translational energy distribution, P(ET,θ).
The total distribution can be uncoupled to yield

θ θ= ×P E P E I E( , ) ( ) ( , )T T T (II)

where P(ET) is the center-of-mass translational energy
distribution and I(θ,ET) is the center-of-mass angular
distribution. The TOF spectra are analyzed using PHO-
TRAN,64 a forward convolution program that simulates the
TOF spectra given the center-of-mass angular and translational
energy distributions. An initial guess of the P(ET) distribution is
iteratively adjusted until good agreement is reached between
the data and the simulation. The analysis assumes that CP
photodissociation is isotropic, which results in an adequate
simulation of the present data.
Figure 8 shows the P(ET) distribution for H atom loss. The

black curve fits the entire data set at m/z = 64. This distribution

drops to nearly zero for ET ≥ 30 kcal/mol but has a weak tail
extending to 72 kcal/mol, well beyond the maximum allowed
value of ET = 24 kcal/mol for channel 2. This distribution is
separated into a blue distribution that simulates CP H-atom
loss for ΘLab ≤ 6°, and a green distribution that simulates the

high-angle m/z = 64 TOF spectra. The resulting TOF
simulations for CP H-atom loss are shown as blue lines in
Figure 4. For the blue distribution, the peak energy is 5 kcal/
mol with ⟨ET⟩ = 8 kcal/mol and ET,max set to 24 kcal/mol to
agree with the available energy for channel 2. The average
fraction of energy that goes into translation for this distribution
is ⟨f T⟩ = 0.33. The green distribution that simulates the high-
angle m/z = 64 signal (Figure S1) is attributed to photo-
dissociation from C5H5 species other than CP in the molecular
beam; possible sources were discussed in Section IV. TOF
spectra at m/z = 64 collected with low electron impact
ionization energy (15 eV) did not appear different from the
80 eV TOF spectra. The shape of this feature also did not
appear to vary with changes in laser fluence, laser polarization
angle, or temperature in the pyrolysis source.
The P(ET) distribution for channel 1 is shown in Figure 9

with the resulting simulations of both m/z = 39 and 26 shown

as solid lines in Figure 6. It is peaked at 8 kcal/mol with ⟨ET⟩ =
10 kcal/mol and ⟨f T⟩ = 0.24. The P(ET) distribution extends to
a maximum translational energy of 33 kcal/mol, which is within
the available energy of 40.9 kcal/mol for this channel. We find
that the TOF spectra for both fragments can be simulated by
the same P(ET) distribution. This is a signature of “momentum
matching”; that is, the two fragments are formed with equal and
opposite momenta as required if they originate from the same
dissociation event. This observation thus supports the assign-
ment of these features to channel 1. The weighting of each
fragment in the simulation of the m/z = 26 TOF spectra in
Figure 6 is set so the branching ratio between C3H3 and C2H2
is unity as calculated from rearranging eq III and solving for the
weightings.
Because of extensive dissociative ionization that occurs from

electron impact ionization at 80 eV, there is signal from m/z
values that have components from both H atom loss and C3H3
+ C2H2. TOF spectra at these m/z values are useful for
estimating the branching ratio between these channels. Within
ΘLab = 6°, where signal from channels 1 and 2 can occur, the
photodissociation signal at m/z = 24 and 25 cannot be well
simulated by either P(ET) alone; components from both
channels are required for the spectra to be well-simulated.
Figure 7 shows TOF spectra at m/z = 24 and 25 with the total
simulation in the black line and components from each
dissociation pathway as blue, red, and orange lines.
The branching ratio (BR) between the two pathways can be

calculated using eq III.

Figure 8. Center-of-mass P(ET) distribution for m/z = 64 photofrag-
ments (black). This distribution is separated into a blue distribution
for cyclopentadienyl photodissociation to C5H4 + H and a green
distribution representing signal contamination by other molecules in
the beam. The available energy for C5H4 from CP dissociation is 24
kcal/mol, indicated by a blue arrow.

Figure 9. Center-of-mass P(ET) distribution for cyclopentadienyl
photodissociation to C3H3 + C2H2.
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The weighting of each P(ET), Wi, in the TOF simulation was
determined by matching the total simulation to the data. This
weighting was then normalized by the ionization cross section,
σi, of the parent fragment estimated by the scheme of Fitch and
Sauter65 and by f i, the probability that each parent fragment will
dissociatively ionize to m/z = 24 or 25. For the C5H4 fragment,
this probability was determined by collecting signal at ΘLab = 6°
for all m/z values with measurable signal intensity (64, 63, 62,
61, 60, 52, 51, 50, 49, 48, 39, 38, 37, 36, 26, 25, and 24). The
integrated signal that was simulated by the blue P(ET)
distribution from Figure 8 was used to determine the
dissociative ionization pattern of the C5H4 fragment, which is
reported in Figure S2. The acetylene fragmentation pattern was
taken from NIST,66 and the propargyl fragmentation pattern
was calculated in a previous study on this apparatus.67,68 Taking
all of these factors into account, the m/z = 24 and 25 TOF
spectra at ΘLab = 4° yield the experimental branching ratio of
channel 1:channel 2 + 3 is 64%:36%.
The branching ratio calculated using eq III can be compared

with the results given by the RRKM calculation that represents
the statistical ground state dissociation mechanism. All
calculated rate constants are below 1 × 1011 s−1, which should
allow enough time for vibrational energy redistribution. The
RRKM analysis predicts the branching ratio of channel
1:channel 2 + 3 is 92%:8%. The statistical branching ratios
between the other channels were also calculated. For the two H
atom loss pathways, the ratio is 97% channel 2:3% channel 3,
and the channel 1:channel 4 ratio is 99.999%:0.001%. Hence,
both experiment and theory predict channel 1 to be the
dominant pathway, followed by channel 2, but less of channel 2
is predicted by the RRKM calculations than is seen
experimentally. This discrepancy is considered further in
Section VI.

VI. DISCUSSION
The goal of this study was to assess how the cyclopentadienyl
radical, CP, photodissociates after excitation at 248 nm in a
collisionless environment with interest in identifying the
photofragments and the dissociation mechanism. Results
suggest that there are two competing pathways: an H atom
loss pathway and an acetylene + propargyl pathway.
The existence of an H atom loss channel from CP was

previously inferred from bimolecular reactions on the C5H5
potential energy surface but was never measured directly from
CP.38 The fragment measured in this experiment at m/z = 64
was identified as ethynylallene by the agreement with its
ionization energy. This identification is further supported by
RRKM calculations that predict ethynylallene as the dominant
C5H4 product from CP dissociation. The production of
ethynylallene is assigned to H-atom loss channel 2 from CP.
Although the acetylene and propargyl channel dominates the

literature for CP decomposition, only the acetylene fragment
has been previously detected from the secondary decom-
position of cyclopentadiene. In this experiment, both m/z = 39
and m/z = 26 were measured, and since the TOF spectra at
both m/z values were simulated by the respective fragments of
the P(ET) distribution in Figure 9, they come from the same
dissociation event of CP. Furthermore, the maximum transla-

tional energy in the P(ET) distribution of Figure 9 agrees with
the energetic constraints for channel 1.
Channel 4, methyl + diacetylene, has a lower asymptotic

energy than both H atom loss pathways,44 but the pathway to
its formation has more steps with higher and more constrained
barriers compared to the other channels. The lack of signal
from this channel is supported by the RRKM calculation, which
suggests that this channel should account for much less than
1% of the total dissociation.
The nature of the P(ET) distributions in Figures 8 and 9

suggest that the dissociation mechanisms for channels 1 and 2
involve internal conversion to the ground electronic state
followed by energy randomization and dissociation over a
barrier. The peak positions in Figures 8 and 9 are shifted away
from 0 kcal/mol, which is indicative of exit barriers on the
potential energy surface. From Figure 1, there are exit barriers
of 15.6 and 6.8 kcal/mol for channels 1 and 2, respectively.
These are reflected in the P(ET) distributions where the larger
exit barrier corresponds to a peak at higher translational energy;
the peaks positions are 8 and 5 kcal/mol in the P(ET)
distributions corresponding to channels 1 and 2, respectively.
If internal conversion to the ground state is followed by rapid

intramolecular vibrational redistribution of energy, then the
experimental branching ratios should be similar to those
calculated by RRKM. While both the experimental and
calculated branching ratios favor channel 1 and find channel
2 to be the only other significant reaction, the experimentally
determined amount of channel 2 is higher than the calculated
value. This disagreement would be mitigated if some of the
C5H4 signal seen here were from dissociation of another
molecule in the radical beam.
As discussed in Section IV, it is possible that a higher-energy

isomer of CP such as VP is generated in the flash pyrolysis
source, either by isomerization of CP or as a by-product in the
pyrolysis of anisole.45 Photodissociation of VP would yield
higher-energy H atoms and could thus be responsible for the
green contribution to the P(ET) distribution in Figure 8; the
maximum value of ET for H atom loss from VP is 54 kcal/mol,
covering most (but not all) of this distribution. RRKM
calculations for VP yield a channel 1:channel 2 branching
ratio of 49%:51%, so the presence of VP can increase the
overall experimental contribution from channel 2.
We believe the radical beam contains predominantly CP

given the excellent agreement between the known IP and the
measured appearance potential for m/z = 65. However, given
the small oscillator strength calculated for CP, it is possible that
isomers such as VP (Section III) with stronger absorption near
248 nm contribute disproportionately to our signal despite their
low abundance. Photodissociation of these species could thus
affect the P(ET) distribution needed to fit the data and skew the
experimental branching ratio in favor of H atom loss, leading to
disagreement with the RRKM calculations.
Unfortunately, we have no way to assess to what extent such

species might be present in our experiment. It would be of
interest to study this channel further on an apparatus that can
detect H atoms,69,70 to test if the higher-energy C5H4 signal is
mirrored in the kinetic energy distribution of the H atoms.

VII. CONCLUSIONS
Photodissociation of the cyclopentadienyl radical was studied
upon excitation at 248 nm. There is evidence that supports two
dissociation channels: C5H4 + H, with the C5H4 fragment being
ethynylallene, and C3H3 + C2H2. Both dissociation channels are
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attributed to internal conversion to the ground state followed
by intramolecular vibrational energy redistribution and
dissociation. This mechanism is supported by the shape of
each P(ET) distribution. The experimental branching ratio and
RRKM calculations favor the formation of C3H3 + C2H2 over
the H atom loss channel, but more H atom loss is seen in the
experiment than is predicted by the calculations for cyclo-
pentadienyl dissociation, and higher-energy C5H4 fragments are
present than can be formed from CP alone. These observations
are attributed to the minor presence of higher-energy C5H5
isomers in the radical beam.
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